
5 Steps
1.

To Optimize Your
Promotional Offers

Where possible, give a dollar amount off vs. a percentage to give a perception of being a higher value. 
Promotions that showcase a number in the title, such as a dollar amount or percentage off the total 
price, perform better than those that do not. 

Top promotions include a disclaimer that gives customers more direction on how and when they can 
use the promotional offer. When in doubt, “Cannot be combined with any other offers,” or “Some restric-
tions may apply,” give consumers the same legal perception, which gives the promotion more validity.

Give your offer a numerical value
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2. Include a disclaimer

Whether your promotion is timed or not, setting an expiration date gives the buyer a sense of urgency. 
They don’t want to miss out on a good deal, so they may take a leap of faith sooner with that extra push. 
If you have a recurring promotion, set the expiration for the end of the month, and renew once the 
month is up.

4. Set an expiration date

Tell the consumer exactly how they can claim the promotion and when. Eliminating any questions 
before the buyer books an appointment avoids building concern around who they have to reach out to 
(the CSR or the technician?), when they’ll get the deal (before or after receiving the bill?), or waste 
printer ink in order to print an unnecessary coupon. Tell the customer if they need to call to claim, or if 
there are any additional steps they need to take to claim the offer.

3. Include a call-to-action

In other words, make sure that your promotion is optimized for search by titling it with the phrases 
that your end-user is looking for, not a sales-y title like “Summer Savings Event.” For example, you might 
try “$25 Off AC Repairs During Our Summer Savings Event,” instead. From there, make sure that you 
include a detailed description so there’s more chance that a buyer can find your promotion if they’re 
using another variation of terms.

5. Use real-world terminology

Offer 3-6 different types of promotions so that you’ll cater to different audience types.
For example, hit different segments of service such as installation and replacement, repair, and maintenance, 
or to different verticals such as plumbing, HVAC, and electrical if you offer more than one service.

Bonus tip!


